The Information Technology Associates Program (ITAP) provides internship-quality opportunities for students to expand their technology and professional skills. ITAP students work in selected on-campus jobs and projects involving technology. The program is open to students of any major, and ITAP interns gain valuable professional communication, technology, and leadership skills that are essential to any career path. These are paid positions, but students do not need to be eligible for work-study financial aid to participate.
55 Unique Internships
✓ 34 Internship Hosts
✓ 28 Hosting Departments

2020-21 STATS

EXAMPLE INTERNSHIPS

► BioInformatic Software Developer
► Data Structures Tutor
► Digital Video Associate
► GIS Intern
► Japanese Studies Web Intern
► Podcast Editor
► Software Developer
► Social Media Coordinator
► Virtual Gaming Manager

"ITAP HAS ALLOWED ME TO MAKE INTEGRAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MY MAJOR AS A STUDIO ARTIST AND OUR TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD."

EMILY GRAVES '21
ITAP Associate

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING TO COMPLEMENT ANY MAJOR

ITAP encourages students of all majors to apply. Whether you're in Computer Science or Anthropology, digital fluency is for you! Contact us at ITAP@DEPAUW.EDU or visit our website depauw.edu/it/itap for more information on how to apply.